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Many of our most urgent national problems
suggest a widespread lack of concern for
the future. Alarming economic conditions,
such as low national savings rates,
declining
corporate
investment
in
long-term capital projects, and ballooning
private and public debt are matched by
such social ills as diminished educational
achievement, environmental degradation,
and high rates of infant mortality, crime,
and teenage pregnancy. At the heart of all
these troubles lies an important behavioral
phenomenon: in the role of consumer,
manager, voter, student, or parent, many
Americans choose inferior but immediate
rewards
over
greater
long-term
benefits.Choice Over Time offers a rich
sampling of original research on
intertemporal choicehow and why people
decide between immediate and delayed
consequencesfrom a broad range of
theoretical
and
methodological
perspectives in philosophy, political
science, psychology, and economics.
George Loewenstein, Jon Elster, and their
distinguished colleagues review existing
theories and forge new approaches to
understanding significant questions: Why
do people seem to discount future benefits?
Do
individuals
use
the
same
decision-making strategy in all aspects of
their lives? What part is played by
situational factors such as the certainty of
delayed consequences? How are decisions
affected by personal factors such as
willpower and taste? In addressing these
issues, the contributors to Choice Over
Time address many social, economic,
psychological, and personal time problems.
Their work demonstrates the predictive
power of short-term preferences in
behavior as varied as addiction and phobia,
the effect of prices on consumption, and
the dramatic rise in debt and decline in
savings. Choice Over Time provides an
essential source for the most recent
research and theory on intertemporal
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choice, offering new models for time
preference patternsand their aberrationsand
presenting a diversity of potential solutions
to the problem of temporal myopia.
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This chapter reviews both the theoretical modeling and the experimental evidence, relating to choice over time. Most of
the space is devoted to choices between Choice over Time * : The Handbook of Rational and Social Choice - oi
Evolution and Human Choice over Time. Alan R. Rogers. ?. 1997. 1 The connection between evolution and economics.
In economics, equilibria are often Choice Over Time - EconStor Many of our most urgent national problems suggest a
widespread lack of concern for the future. Alarming economic conditions, such as low national savings : Choice Over
Time (9780871545589): George Keywords: time preferences, hyperbolic discounting, preference reversal, cycles,
intransitive preferences class of models of choice over time. These include as Evolution and Human Choice over
Time - University of Utah Informacion del articulo A Theory of Choice over Time. A Vague Theory of Choice over
Time - IDEAS/RePEc Working Paper. A Vague Theory of Choice over Time. IZA Discussion paper series, No. 1228.
Provided in Cooperation with: Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). A Vague Theory of Choice over Time :
Advances in Theoretical Downloadable! We propose a novel approach to modelling time preferences, based on a
cognitive shortcoming of human decision makers: the perception of Project MUSE - Choice Over Time Conflict and
Project Choice over Time. Marina Halac?. Columbia University. February 2013. Abstract. The question of how to
develop a relationship is central to Erratum: Changes in initial COPD treatment choice over time and Many of our
most urgent national problems suggest a widespread lack of concern for the future. Alarming economic conditions, such
as low national savings Choice Over Time on JSTOR Choice Over Time - IDEAS/RePEc Ciba Found Symp.
1997208:231-49 discussion 249-52. Evolution and human choice over time. Rogers AR(1). Author information:
(1)Department of A Theory of Choice over Time - Dialnet Only recently have some economists begun to follow Strotz
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(1956) suggestion that choice naturally changes over time, and to catalog behaviors that are Choice Over Time (PDF
Download Available) - ResearchGate Choice Over Time offers a rich sampling of original research on intertemporal
choicehow and why people decide between immediate and delayed Choice over time - University of St Andrews
Choice Over Time. *. In the last twenty years a growing body of experimental evidence has posed a challenge to the
standard Exponential Discounting Model of Choice Over Time - Semantic Scholar Downloadable! We propose a
novel approach to modelling time preferences, based on a cognitive shortcoming of human decision makers: the
Relationship Building: Conflict and Project Choice over Time es, then the firms behavior over time (as reflected
during each period in the inputs it ENTREPRENEURIAL CHOICE UNDER UNCERTAINTY 427. We also CHOICE
OVER. TIME - CMU Contributed Webserver IMPACT FACTOR increased in 2015: 0.412 5-year IMPACT
FACTOR: 0.471. SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) 2015: 0.458. Source Normalized Choice Over Time - Google Books
Time Preference. CHOICE OVER TIME, George Loewenstein and Jon. Elster (eds), New York: Russell Sage, 1992,
423 pp.,. Review by Peter Wakker. This book A vague theory of choice over time - IDEAS/RePEc However, unlike
the case of choice between risky outcomes, for choice over time no normative axioms of rationalitywere formulated
which had the same force Choice Over Time - Google Books Result We propose a novel approach to modelling time
preferences, based on a cognitive shortcoming of human decision makers: the perception of future events A Vague
Theory of Choice over Time by Paola Manzini Many of our most urgent national problems suggest a widespread lack
of concern for the future. Alarming economic conditions, such as low national savings George Loewenstein CHOICE.
OVER. TIME. Edited by. Geoeoe Loewervsrem AND ION ELSTER. 1%}. RUSSELL memory enables them to affect
welfare at later times. Similarly, an. A Vague Theory of Choice over Time - EconWPA Display Authors. G.
Zauberman, K. Ratner, and B.K. Kim. sort_title. Memories as Assets: Strategic Memory Protection in Choice over Time
Choice over Time * - Oxford Scholarship Choice Over Time offers a rich sampling of original research on
intertemporal choicehow and why people decide between immediate and delayed Memories as Assets: Strategic
Memory Protection in Choice over Time Changes in initial COPD treatment choice over time and factors influencing
prescribing decisions in UK primary care: a real-world study. A Vague Theory of Choice over Time - EconStor
CHOICE. OVER TIME. Edited by. GEORGE LOEwenSTEIN AND Jon ELSTER. (1772) currently enriching the
economics of intertemporal choice were pre-. Choice over Time - IDEAS/RePEc Official Full-Text Publication:
Choice Over Time on ResearchGate, the professional network for scientists.
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